Abstract. In this paper, a novel technique for shot boundary detection operating on H.264/AVC-compressed sequences is presented. Due to new and improved coding tools in H.264/AVC, the characteristics of the obtained sequences differ from former video coding standards. Although several algorithms working on this new standard are already proposed, the presence of IDR frames can still lead to a low accuracy for abrupt transitions. To solve this issue, we present the motion-compensated intra partitioning map which relies on the intra partitioning modes and the motion vectors present in the compressed video stream. Experimental results show that this motion-compensated map achieves a high accuracy and exceeds related work.
Introduction
During the last decades, a significant increase in the use and availability of digital multimedia content can be witnessed. Unfortunately, these video collections often lack information related to the structure and the actual content of the video. When accessing these video streams in case no metadata is available, timeconsuming, sequential scanning is the only option. As a consequence, to facilitate multimedia consumption, intensive research has been done in the domain of indexing, retrieval, browsing, and summarization. Since the identification of the temporal structure of video is an essential task for many video indexing and retrieval applications, the first step commonly taken for video analysis is shot boundary detection as shots are the basic units for a large majority of video content analysis algorithms [5] . According to whether the transition between consecutive shots is abrupt or not, boundaries are classified as cuts or gradual transitions.
In order to preserve storage space and to reduce bandwidth constraints, most video data is available in compressed form. By relying on compresseddomain features which can be extracted directly from the compressed bitstream, time-consuming decompression can be avoided and coarse but potentially useful information present in the bitstream can efficiently be reused. Consequently, compressed-domain algorithms for shot boundary detection are gaining importance. In the past, many compressed-domain algorithms were proposed which rely on the MPEG-1 Video and MPEG-2 Video standards. However, as the H.264/AVC video coding standard [12] performs significantly better than any prior standard in terms of coding efficiency, more video content will be coded in this video format in the future. Its superior compression performance can mainly be attributed to the new or improved coding tools. However, these coding tools influence the compressed domain features to a great extent and render prior algorithms working on MPEG-1 Video and MPEG-2 Video obsolete. As a consequence, recently, efforts have been undertaken to design new shot boundary detection algorithms working on H.264/AVC.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 addresses related work and remaining issues in the area of shot boundary detection algorithms operating on H.264/AVC-compressed video streams. Section 3 introduces our novel algorithm to detect shot boundaries, whereas results are provided in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Related Work

General Techniques
In literature, most of the algorithms work on MPEG-1 Video and MPEG-2 Video. On the on hand, DCT coefficients are exploited. Arman et al.
[1] compare a subset of DCT coefficients of two successive I frames to calculate the frame differences as the coefficients in the frequency domain are mathematically related to the spatial domain. The temporal resolution of this type of techniques is low, resulting in an increased amount of false alarms when camera motion is present. Furthermore, Yeo and Liu defined the concept of DC images [13] , which are spatially reduced versions of the original image and which are generated by only taking into account the first DCT coefficient in each block, i.e., the DC coefficient, and motion vectors. Based on these DC images, similarity metrics defined for color features in the pixel domain can be modified to operate in the compressed domain.
On the other hand, the distribution of the different macroblock types and motion information [4, 11] can also be used as features to detect shot boundaries. When an abrupt transition occurs between two successive P pictures, it is expected that a significant amount of macroblocks in the second frame is intra coded since these macroblocks cannot be predicted well from prior reference frames. The prediction directions of motion vectors in intermediate B frames can then be utilized to detect the exact location of the transition.
Although most algorithms mainly focus on the detection of abrupt transitions, the aforementioned features can also be used to detect gradual transitions [2] . Due to the large variety in terms of effects and duration, the accuracy for gradual transitions is typically inferior to the abrupt transitions.
